Soul Groups
A Perspective on Citizenship
an essay from

Master Yeshua
Today, I will discuss soul groups. A normal, healthy soul that is
maturing spiritually will belong to a soul group.
This brings to light those souls that are, I suppose we could call them
troubled, taking a hiatus, those souls that are working to overcome
difficulties or perhaps traumatized souls. There are reasons that a soul
would not belong to a specific soul group. However, even if a soul does
not belong to a specific soul group, it is still a soul. Energetically, it is
still within the Oneness of Creation. Please do not ever forget or doubt
that.
Membership – Not Quite So Simple
We will talk, then, about the bulk of souls and soul groups. This may
sound simple: every group has so many members, and they grow
together. End of story.
This however, is not exactly the way things work.
A great many things are simplified for the purpose of teaching. But
humanity has come to the point where some of these simplifications can
be de-simplified for the purpose of explaining what is going on in the
spiritual realm.
We can work either way. We can work from the Oneness, for it should
be clear by now that every soul group is part of the Oneness. So you
could say there is only one soul group, and that is the total Oneness of
all Creation. We all belong there, all of us.
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That soul group, however, is so vast that it becomes useless as an
example. So let us break it down.
We can go from Oneness to an individual soul group that you might
belong to. Or we can start with a small group, and talk about the larger
groups to which this small group belongs.
Soul Citizenship
Being a member of a soul group can be very much like being the citizen
of a province, or the citizen of a county, or the citizen of a state, or
whatever way it is that the country you live in is subdivided, be that
region, province, state, or county. So let us take a de-simplification that
may not be complete, but gives you an idea.
As a soul, you belong to a family which might be a city, which resides in
a province, which resides in a country. So there is a city, and that city is
in a province, and that province is in a country. Now to which do you
belong? I ask you.
There is the immediate soul group that would equate to the city. There
is the provincial soul group, the soul group that has many cities which
would be a province. And then there is the country soul group which
has many provinces and many cities, if you follow that. There are many
citizenships even at the soul level.
And souls can move, just as you on the physical plane can leave this
city, go to that city, and remain in the same province. You can leave the
province and go to a different province in the same country, or you can
leave the country altogether and move to a different country. The same
flexibility exists within soul groups.
Soul Group Size
How large is a soul group? Well, that depends on which soul group you
are talking about, does it not?
The size of your soul group depends upon how you wish your identity to
be. Even within a city, for instance, there are neighborhoods. As a
member of a soul group, the “neighborhood” could very well be your
immediate incarnate family, though not necessarily all members of your
immediate family – brother, sister, mother, father, husband, wife,
children, grandchildren, grandparents, that kind of thing, first cousins,
aunts, uncles.
It might very well be that many, but not all, of these family
relationships comprise a soul group that reincarnates in similar
relationships time after time, life after life. You may skip a few lives and
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come back together and reincarnate together again. There are those
kinds of relationships, and this kind of soul group may be very small –
let’s say 15 souls who keep that kind of close relationship.
Broader Soul Groups
Then there is a broader soul group that could comprise many families
that incarnate together. You can pick a number. Karma builds up,
balancing occurs and there is frequent interaction with some of these
other souls on up the line.
National boundaries shift from time to time, usually because of violence,
but let us not go there. Let us assume peaceful border realignments, so
that one province may now belong to a different country.
A soul group, as a unified group, shifts and realigns for various
purposes. This can be from growth, it can be a level of maturing. It
might just be a city, or a family, that can be shifted to a different
membership to support the plan for advancing humanity’s spiritual
development.
Itinerant Souls
You may have individuals who go from soul group to soul group to soul
group, gypsy souls as it were. But not gypsy in any negative sense.
They move about for learning experiences, or because they are – I
would call them itinerant preachers, itinerant healers, itinerant
shamans. They may be collecting and distributing wisdom. They spend
a few lives here and a few lives there as they migrate.
The larger soul groups will have the most stability. If you are going to
carry through the analogy that province boundaries may realign, city
limits may realign, souls may move about within their own country as it
were. But they maintain the culture of the country. This can happen as
well.
Group Characteristics And Alliances
Like countries or provinces or cities, soul groups can be known, can be
named. And they will have similar characteristics.
So there will be characteristics of these soul groups, and they have
alliances with one another for mutual support, for interchange of
wisdom and knowledge – one group supplying a characteristic that
another soul group needs for the chore that this soul group has set
about for a given lifetime.
This alliance opens the door for individual souls, because there are
individual life plans and individual life purposes. This has been
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discussed1, but, you see, a soul group can have a purpose as well. To
achieve that purpose, a given soul group might invite 3, 5, 9, 12, or
whatever members of a neighboring soul group or an allied soul group
to join and help accomplish this particular purpose. That purpose may
happen to serve the individual plan of an allied soul.
Dual Citizenship
Dual citizenship – this, too, can happen. A soul group is flexible within a
continuity. A soul group will have a specific group responsibility within
the Grand Plan. They will accept and seek to carry out this responsibility
in conjunction with, and in alliances with other soul groups. Individual
souls will work to that group plan in addition to their own life plan. Not
always, of course. There are times when a given individual soul must
focus on its own agenda as it were, and simply must do some clean-up
work or fill in a needed experience, and a lifetime is focused on that
rather than the overall mission of the total soul group.
The more mature the soul, the more the soul group’s mission will take
hold and the fewer lives, the less time within a given life, need be spent
on the unique agenda for that particular soul. This, too, must be
considered.
Every soul group, from the smallest to the largest, is only a part of the
Oneness in which we all belong. Most individual souls have multiple
citizenships. The more your soul matures spiritually, the more energy
and intentions are set toward the broader soul group plan rather than
individual maturing necessities. I hope that is clear. The more a soul
matures, the more it sets its sight on the contribution to the soul group
intentions, rather than its own personal purpose and intentions.
I have used the geographic organization humans have created on Earth
to explain, in an analogous manner, what is going on at a higher level.
But in one way there is considerable difference, and that is
realignments.
Let’s put it this way, there are many, many, many more alliances and
much more open cooperation at the spiritual level than we currently see
among the geographic delineations and unique cultures on Earth.
Part of bringing heaven to Earth is anchoring the same respect for that
which is a different skillset, that which is a different outlook, a different
experience set, a different purpose within the Great Plan. When we see,
Yeshua touches on the topic of individual life plans and purpose in at least three different
essays: “Soul Purpose and Free Will,” March 2011, “Inner Plane Advocacy and Life Plane Shifts,”
July 2011, and “Soul Mates, Mate Souls and Soul Splits,” August, 2011. All essays can be found
in the 2011 Archives, ThoughtsFromAMaster.com.
1
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and can anchor that kind of acknowledgment, that kind of respect for
one another that we see at the soul group side of Creation, that will be
very good indeed.
Now, what does this mean to you? How does this knowledge affect your
decisions, your growth, your experiences, your life choices, or your
service work?
The Dangers Of Doubt
I would say first off, if you are asking a question and you are interested
in growth and service, I would ask you to realize and respect that the
service you are being asked to provide is not only coming directly from
your individual soul, but from your soul group, and your intermediate
soul group, and your mega soul group.
What service resonates for you? What service and opportunities
resonate when you contact your own soul?
Your service may be so different from the service that someone else is
being asked to perform that you doubt. Now this doubt can go either
way. You doubt that that other person is really serving the greater plan
or even a minor portion of any plan. That is the danger of doubt on one
end of this perspective.
The danger at the other end, when you look around and make
comparisons, is that you doubt what you are being asked to do, what
you sense, when you contact your soul, as to where your service and
your intentions and your purpose fit in with a greater plan. You doubt
and say, “I must be doing something wrong, because look at ABC over
there, and look at what they’re doing. They must be right and I must be
wrong.”
Listen To Your Heart
Either danger exists. If, however, you understand that these differences
exist in the purpose of various soul groups, then you can become more
aware of a trust when, and with what, your heart resonates. When you
sense that internal knowing, “this is what I am meant to do,” and that
internal sense of knowing does not seem to fit with all of these other
things, then perhaps you are working on an individual need, an
individual mission as it were. Or perhaps you are simply a different soul
group from those you are comparing yourself with, and you are working
on different soul group intentions, a different purpose.
The primary contact is with your soul, listening to your soul, listening to
your guides and having the trust in results that you get, using
discernment and using some common sense.
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Listen, discern, apply some common sense and listen for that resonance
that comes from your heart. Be true to that. Be true to that and you will
find yourself aligned with the purpose and intent of the soul groups in
which you belong.
Conclusion
I will give my blessings to you all.
May you appreciate the diversity that can exist within soul group
membership, and may you appreciate the diversity that can be
experienced if you have an opportunity to work with members of
another soul group. May you appreciate the fact that your soul group,
one way or another, has a part in the greatest plan that I will call
Oneness.
Nothing, nothing can take you out of Oneness. You can ignore it, but it
is there, and every soul group is part of the Oneness.
Blessings,
Yeshua
May, 2012*
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